Introduction
============

Understanding how an individual's genes contribute towards their phenotypes is a fundamental tenet of quantitative genetics and evolutionary biology. Among the complications of complex phenotypes (and multifactorial diseases) are genes interacting with each other (gene × gene interactions: G × G) ([@msw246-B66]), and with their environment (gene × environment: G × E) ([@msw246-B48]), making first order genetic effects partly ephemeral, context-specific, phenomena. In a medical context, the success of personalized medicine and pharmacogenomics industries will rely on an acute understanding of how genes interact with their genetic and physical environments. It has been postulated that a significant proportion of "missing heritability" in complex diseases can be attributed to genetic interactions ([@msw246-B25]; [@msw246-B119]). Adding to this complexity is the reality that phenotypic variation also incorporates higher order simultaneous interactions between multiple genes and their environment (G × G × E) ([@msw246-B109]; [@msw246-B118]; [@msw246-B71]).

Given the inherent complexities of fitness-related phenotypes, the underlying architecture of genetic and environmental interactions can be difficult to define clearly due to context-specificity of phenotypic expression. To help identify how gene interactions are sensitive to environment, we have developed a *Drosophila melanogaster* mitonuclear introgression model that specifically manipulates haplotype-associated mutations in the mitochondrial genome (mtDNA) on alternative nuclear genetic backgrounds (nDNA) ([@msw246-B70]; [@msw246-B69]; [@msw246-B118]; [@msw246-B71]; [@msw246-B72]). The main motivation of this approach is to test how disrupted genome--genome communication can influence mitochondrial function and organismal fitness. Mitochondria are an attractive focus of study because they mediate numerous functions in the cell including ATP production, homeostasis, redox signaling, the innate immune response, and apoptosis ([@msw246-B110]; [@msw246-B32]). Crucially, mitochondrial proteins are jointly encoded by mtDNA (13 protein coding genes) and nDNA (\>1,000 protein coding genes) and protein products from both genomes are required to be produced and assembled in a regulated way for efficient mitochondrial function ([@msw246-B78]; [@msw246-B91]).

Mutations in both mtDNA ([@msw246-B104]; [@msw246-B92]) and nuclear genes ([@msw246-B57]) can influence mitochondrial health and maladies associated with mitochondria are termed "mitochondrial diseases". Mitochondria are critical hubs for cell physiological processes and have been implicated in a wide spectrum of disorders in humans ([@msw246-B22]; [@msw246-B61]). We have previously used combinations of distinct mtDNA and nDNA strains of fruit flies to simulate the phenotypic variation generated by the pairing of novel mitonuclear genotypes ([@msw246-B70]; [@msw246-B69]; [@msw246-B101]; [@msw246-B47]). These studies have uncovered significant main effects of mtDNA and nDNA genetic variation as well as mitonuclear epistasis (G × G) ([@msw246-B72]), some of which can be modified by environment ([@msw246-B46]; [@msw246-B118]; [@msw246-B71]). In this study, we extend the model to incorporate a physiologically relevant environmental interaction effect: hypoxia.

Mitochondria are sensitive to environmental stressors (e.g., oxygen availability) ([@msw246-B39]; [@msw246-B40]) and are the primary sites of oxygen consumption and free radical production in the cell ([@msw246-B12]). Hypoxia---a deficiency in oxygen---is associated with a number of disease phenotypes including cancer ([@msw246-B43]; [@msw246-B20]; [@msw246-B105]; [@msw246-B102]) \[see also "the Warburg effect" ([@msw246-B98])\], renal injury ([@msw246-B23]), ischemic stroke ([@msw246-B90]), altitude sickness ([@msw246-B37]; [@msw246-B74]), along with long term complications of preterm birth in children ([@msw246-B4]). Oxygen is therefore a physiologically important environmental cue that we hypothesized would interact with mitonuclear genotypes.

*Drosophila* are highly adapted to hypoxic conditions and tolerate low O~2~ availability ([@msw246-B41]). Hypoxia exposure during any stage of development can have wide ranging effects on behavior ([@msw246-B29]; [@msw246-B13]) and gross morphology of *Drosophila* including overall size ([@msw246-B44]; [@msw246-B45]), and flies exposed to hypoxia have generally smaller wing cells and lower wing cell numbers ([@msw246-B76]). At the gene expression level, a number of studies have investigated transcripts that are differentially expressed (DE) by hypoxia and have revealed functionally diverse gene sets among these genes ([@msw246-B62]; [@msw246-B83]). Among these studies, it has been shown that different degrees and durations of hypoxia (0.5% O~2~ and 5% O~2~, 1 h or 6 h) change the expression of different gene sets and with varying magnitude ([@msw246-B62]).

Here, we tested the hypothesis that hypoxia interacts with mitonuclear genotypes. We used a factorial mtDNA × nDNA × O~2~ design to test for first order effects of each factor, along with their genetic (G × G) and environmental (G × G, G × G × E) interactions. We quantified the effects of G × G × E using transcription profiles obtained by RNA-seq.

Results
=======

nDNA, mtDNA, and Hypoxia Influence Adult Survival and Transcript Profiles in *D.melanogaster*
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using mitonuclear genotypes that have demonstrated significant variation in fitness ([@msw246-B70]) and development time ([@msw246-B69]), we tested for variation in tolerance of hypoxia and found significant mitonuclear effects on adult survival (supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online). This motivated the current study for transcriptional variation underlying the whole organism response of exposure to low oxygen. We first tested whether first order effects of nuclear DNA variation (nDNA), mtDNA variation (mtDNA) and hypoxia (hypoxia) were associated with changes in transcript expression. The nuclear genomes used in this study (*Oregon R* and *Austria W132*), hereon termed *OreR* and *AutW132*, encompass wide variation in nucleotide divergence across genes in these genomes, and this variation was reflected in a large number of genes that were differentially expressed (DE). We estimated that the nucleotide divergence between *AutW132* and *OreR* nuclear backgrounds was at least 48,449 SNPs with a quality score ≥20 and CLR \> 90 across the sequenced transcript. This is an underestimate of the total transcript coverage and does not include non-coding sequence variants, which were not sequenced. In total we assayed the expression of 14,095 transcripts in all RNAseq libraries and of these, 6,803 transcripts were DE by nDNA in females, and 5,918 were DE by nDNA in males at FDR \< 0.1 ([fig. 1*A* and *B*](#msw246-F1){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig.]{.smallcaps} 1.First order genetic and hypoxia effects in females and males. Scaled Venn diagrams describe the number of differentially expressed genes by nDNA (red), mtDNA (blue) and hypoxia (green) in females (*A*) and males (*B*) at FDR \< 0.1. There was some overlap between the DE gene sets and some genes were sensitive to all three genetic and hypoxia perturbations. Females were generally more sensitive to nDNA and mtDNA variation. Biplots with a heat component (females: *C* and males: *D*) show the log~2~-fold change in expression for nDNA (*AutW132*/*OreR*) (abscissa), mtDNA (*siI*/*OreR*) (ordinal) and hypoxia \[combined 30 min and 120 min of hypoxia/0 min (control)\] (heat). The heat component is the hypoxia effect and the scale is from −1 to 1. Data in grey are outside of the −1 to 1 log~2~-fold range but still contribute to the mtDNA--nDNA correlation reported in the main text.

The effects of mtDNA substitution on gene expression were smaller in magnitude and differed between the sexes. It has been estimated there are at least 94 amino acid substitutions between *OreR* and *siI* haplotypes and approximately 418 synonymous SNPs between the *D. melanogaster* (*OreR* and *Zim53*) and *siI* haplotypes ([@msw246-B5]). There are therefore substantial SNP and amino acid differences between the mtDNA haplotypes in this study and we hypothesized these mutations would influence transcript expression. In females, a relatively large proportion of genes from both nuclear and mitochondrial genomes were DE by mtDNA (FDR \< 0.1; *n* = 1,850), however the same analysis in males revealed a smaller impact of mtDNA substitution (FDR \< 0.1; *n* = 31).

For the hypoxia analysis, we grouped the two hypoxia treatments (decreased atmospheric O~2~ from 21% to 6% for 30 min or 120 min; see "Materials and Methods" section) and treated these combined treatments as a main effect of hypoxia. In a later analysis, we consider this temporal variation in fast and slow responding genes. First order hypoxia was associated with DE in *n* = 32 transcripts in females (FDR \< 0.1) and a similar number of transcripts in males (FDR \< 0.1, *n* = 47) ([fig. 1*A* and *B*](#msw246-F1){ref-type="fig"}). A list of hypoxia sensitive genes is given in supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online.

Of the genes DE by nDNA variation, *n* = 3,434 were shared between females and males (FDR \< 0.1). For mtDNA variation, *n* = 18 (FDR \< 0.1) genes were DE in both females and males. For hypoxia induced genes, *n* = 7 (FDR \< 0.1) were shared between females and males, indicating that some genes behaved consistently across sexes. A large proportion of the genes behaved in a sex-specific manner, suggesting a context (sex) specific expression as a result of nDNA, mtDNA and hypoxia variation. Moreover, there was a degree of overlap between the genes that were DE by the three forms of experimental manipulation ([fig. 1*A* and *B*](#msw246-F1){ref-type="fig"}). In other words, genes that were DE by nuclear genetic variation were often the same genes that were DE by mtDNA and hypoxia. This effect was more evident in females who demonstrated a generally larger response to genetic and environmental variables \[total number of genes in Venn diagrams; females ([fig. 1*A*](#msw246-F1){ref-type="fig"}) = 7,519; males ([fig. 1*B*](#msw246-F1){ref-type="fig"}) =5,952\].

We next asked whether genes that were DE on one experimental axis were also DE on another without the requirement of a significance threshold. We found a general pattern that genes showed larger log~2~ fold changes as a consequence of nDNA variation than mtDNA variation ([fig. 1*C* and *D*](#msw246-F1){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with multidimensional scaling (MDS) plots (supplementary figs. S2 and S3, Supplementary Material online). There were significant correlations between log~2~ fold change on the nDNA and mtDNA axes (females: *r *=* *0.149, *t* = 15.35, df = 10316, *P* \< 2.2e−16; males: *r* = −0.115, *t* = −11.83, df = 10316, *P* \< 2.2e−16). It is important to note that the sign of the correlation is arbitrary and a consequence of the directions of the genetic contrasts. However, between the sexes, the direction of correlation did differ in spite of the genetic contrasts being the same ([fig. 1*C* and *D*](#msw246-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Genes that were down-regulated by nDNA or mtDNA variation often demonstrated up-regulation by hypoxic environment and *vice versa*, suggesting transcript expression is sensitive to interactions between nDNA, mtDNA and hypoxia environments.

Mitonuclear Genotypes Have Distinct Expression Profiles
-------------------------------------------------------

Having established that nDNA, mtDNA and hypoxia variation all contribute to transcript expression as first order effects, we next tested whether there were distinct expression profiles across the 12 treatments: 2 mtDNAs × 2 nDNAs × 3 hypoxia conditions. To conduct this analysis, we clustered genes by their expression profiles (using MBCluster.Seq; [@msw246-B89]) and asked whether there were genes that showed correlated gene expression and whether these were distinguishable by genotype. By clustering genes into 70 clusters for each sex, we found gene clusters that responded to each form of experimental treatment (see supplementary figs. S4--S7). In general, the clustering approach revealed that transcripts in females adopt a genotype-specific signature of expression, whereas the majority of genes in males can be delineated only on the nuclear axis ([fig. 2](#msw246-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Multidimensional scaling plots (supplementary figs. S2 and S3) confirmed distinct genotype-specific clusters in females yet no major mtDNA or hypoxia effect in males, consistent with the first order effect quantifications (see above). [Figure 2](#msw246-F2){ref-type="fig"} describes the transcript co-expression clusters ([@msw246-B89]) and shows that for females, transcript expression patterns can be clearly separated by nDNA and mtDNA treatments ([fig. 2*A*](#msw246-F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, males did not show any appreciable signal of transcript expression in either mtDNA or hypoxia treatments ([fig. 2*B*](#msw246-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Low signal of transcript expression due to hypoxia treatments in both sexes suggests there are either (i) weak hypoxia effects across all genotypes, or (ii) that higher order interactions exist between genes and environment, and these are dependent on sex. This proposes the question: how do individual genotypes respond differently to environmental cues? [Fig.]{.smallcaps} 2.Gene and library clusters of the top 70% of genes by read count. Heat maps show the clustering of libraries in females (*A*) and males (*B*) using *k *=* *70 clusters; calculated using MBCluster.Seq. The three forms of experimental variation are shown as colored bars at the top of each heat map. Browns show hypoxia treatment, reds are alternative nuclear backgrounds and blues are alternative mtDNA haplotypes. Column (library) dendrograms describe the clustering of libraries using the hierarchical clustering approach in the heatmap3 function ([@msw246-B115]). Each row in the heatmap is a gene and these are ordered based on their cluster membership (1--70). The rows do not correspond with the same gene across sexes. The relative expression (row *z*-score) of each gene is scaled on a per gene basis. Relatively high expression is shown in yellow; relatively low expression is shown as blue. In females, mitonuclear genotypes are clearly differentiated by expression, whereas males show less defined genetic signal in the expression data.

Genotype-Specific Hypoxia Response
----------------------------------

Our clustering approach suggested females demonstrate greater sensitivity to all three forms of experimental treatment (nDNA, mtDNA, and hypoxia). We conducted DE analyses across all genotypes and characterized the main effects of nDNA ([fig. 3*A* and *I*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}) and mtDNA treatment ([fig. 3*B* and *J*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}), but estimated transcript response between the control hypoxia treatment (0 min at 6% O~2~) and both 30 min of hypoxia ([fig. 3*C* and *K*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}), and 120 min of hypoxia ([fig. 3*D* and *L*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}). With all genotypes grouped together, the responses to hypoxia in females were roughly equal at both timepoint comparisons ([fig. 3*C* and D](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting the hypoxic response is more immediate and sustained. In contrast, males showed a slower response to hypoxia, and a larger number of genes responded in the 0--120 min contrast ([fig. 3*L*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}) than in the 0--30 min comparison ([fig. 3*K*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig.]{.smallcaps} 3.First order DE and genotype signatures of hypoxia. Volcano plots show female (*A*--*H*) and male (*I*--*P*) differential expression responses to nDNA (A, I), mtDNA (B, J), initial hypoxia (C, K), and longer hypoxic exposure (0--120 min) (D, L). Individual (*mtDNA;nDNA*) genotype responses to combined hypoxic treatments are shown for *OreR;OreR* (E, M), *siI;OreR* (F, N), *OreR;AutW132* (G, O) and *siI;AutW132* (H, P). Log~2~-fold changes are on the abscissa and −log~10~*P*-values are shown in the ordinal. Horizontal dashed grey lines highlight *P*-value =0.05. Vertical dashed grey lines highlight ± 1 on a log~2~ fold scale (2 fold up- or down-regulated). Dark purple and dark blue data highlight genes with ± 1 log~2~ fold change and *P* \< 0.05, in females and males, respectively.

We then focused on individual mitonuclear genotypes to test the hypothesis that genotypes respond in distinct ways to hypoxia, using edgeR ([@msw246-B82]). The four mitonuclear genotypes (noted as *mtDNA;nDNA*: *OreR;OreR*, *siI;OreR*, *OreR;AutW132*, *siI;AutW132*) showed diverse patterns of gene expression in response to overall "hypoxia" (normoxia vs. combined hypoxic treatments). In general, the response in *OreR;OreR* in females ([fig. 3*E*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}) and males ([fig. 3*M*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}) were small compared with *siI;OreR* (females: [fig. 3*F*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}, males: [fig. 3*N*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, *siI;OreR* males demonstrated the most sensitive response to initial hypoxia ([fig. 3*N*](#msw246-F3){ref-type="fig"}) with a large number of transcripts down-regulating expression. Females with a *AutW132* nDNA were more sensitive than females with a *OreR* nDNA to initial hypoxia whereas the male response was similar across nuclear backgrounds but exaggerated in the *siI* mtDNA background. The differences in sensitivity to hypoxia dependent on nDNA and mtDNA backgrounds suggest a wide range of mitonuclear interactions are mediating the hypoxia response.

Are Hypoxia-Response Genes Consistent across Genotypes?
-------------------------------------------------------

Given that mitonuclear genotypes respond with different sensitivities to hypoxia we next asked whether there were consistent hypoxia-response genes in each genotype and whether these were known hypoxia genes in the literature. In this analysis, we grouped the hypoxia treatments and the contrast was between 0 min (control) and combined 30 min and 120 min exposures. [Figure 4(*A*--*H*](#msw246-F4){ref-type="fig"}) shows interaction plots that describe the norms of reaction across time points for each individual genotype in both sexes (females: A--D; males: E--H). The red lines show the reaction norms of genes that were consistently up-regulated across all genotypes in females. Lines in black represent all up-regulated genes across all intersections including private, genotype-specific response genes, e.g., all genes included in [figure 4*I*](#msw246-F4){ref-type="fig"} for females, and all genes in [figure 4*J*](#msw246-F4){ref-type="fig"} for males. The intersections between these genes are shown in Venn diagrams in [figure 4*I* and *J*](#msw246-F4){ref-type="fig"}. Eight genes were consistently upregulated with FDR \< 0.1 in females ([fig. 4*I*](#msw246-F4){ref-type="fig"}) and zero genes (FDR \< 0.1) were consistently upregulated in males ([fig. 4*J*](#msw246-F4){ref-type="fig"}). The consistently upregulated genes with FDR \< 0.1 are described in [table 1](#msw246-T1){ref-type="table"}. Of those differentially expressed genes between genotypes (both up- and down-regulated), a number were also associated with first order mtDNA variation at FDR \< 0.1. In females, 5/8 (62.5%) were both hypoxia-responsive and mtDNA responsive. Zero genes were both hypoxia responsive and mtDNA responsive in males. This analysis reveals a novel interaction between sex, mtDNA and hypoxia whereby females show a simultaneous response to both mtDNA and hypoxia variation for a subset of genes. [Fig.]{.smallcaps} 4.Genotypes show both conserved (intersected) and private gene expression responses to combined hypoxia treatments. (*A*--*H*) show the norms of reaction for each genotype for all upregulated genes across all genotypes, measured as the log~2~ fold change relative to *t* = 0 min in hypoxia. Females (*A--D*) and male (*E--H*) norms of reaction are shown. Red lines in *A--D* show the eight consistently upregulated genes across all four genotypes in females (FDR \< 0.1). Black lines show the remaining genes that are differentially upregulated in at least one genotype. Genes that are upregulated in at least one genotype are often downregulated in another. Venn intersections in (*I--L*) show the numbers of genes that are intersected and private to individual genotypes. Female up- (*I*) and down-regulated (K) genes are those genes DE by combined hypoxic treatments relative to the control (0 min in hypoxia). Equivalent male plots are shown in (*J*) and (*L*). A large majority of genes were private to individual genotypes in both up- and down-regulated genes (larger numbers on margins of Venn diagrams).Table 1.Consistently Upregulated Hypoxia Genes across All Mitonuclear Genotypes in FemalesFemalesGene IDFlybase ID*Pepck* \| *CG10924*FBgn0003067*CG12105*FBgn0035241*CG14757*FBgn0033274*CG31324*FBgn0051324*CG3739*FBgn0038702*CG5724*FBgn0038082*flightin*FBgn0005633*black*FBgn0000153[^2]

In both sexes, the majority of genes were not consistent in their response to hypoxia. In other words, genes that were upregulated in one genotype were often down regulated in another genotype (black genes in [fig. 4*A*--*H*](#msw246-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, there were zero genes consistently down regulated across all genotypes and very few included in multiple genotype intersections. Instead, those downregulated genes were almost always private to a single genotype ([fig. 4*K* and *L*](#msw246-F4){ref-type="fig"}) with the exception of genes shared within a nuclear background. Of the genes that responded to hypoxia, there were mixed norms of reaction wherein some genes initially increased then decreased their expression. In contrast, other genes initially increased then maintained high levels of expression.

In a separate analysis, we combined all significant hypoxia-associated genes (all genes in [fig. 4*I* and *K*---](#msw246-F4){ref-type="fig"}females; all genes in [fig. 4*J*](#msw246-F4){ref-type="fig"} and *L*---males) for each sex and intersected these with a list of 36 known hypoxic genes (downloaded from Flybase with the category "response to hypoxia"), including genes that are known to interact with *sima* (*HIF1α*). We identified four genes in the female dataset \[*phurba tashi* (*phu*)*, Major Facilitator Superfamily Transporter 14* (*MFS14*)*, pasang lhamu* (*plh*)*, hairy* (*h*)\] and two genes in the male dataset with known hypoxic response (*MFS14, h*). Of these, there were two core genes intersected between females and males. These were: *Major Facilitator Superfamily Transporter 14 and hairy*. With more relaxed criteria, we intersected all genes that were significant in at least one genotype from each sex and found 31/651 genes that overlapped between the sexes. In the relaxed intersection, we identified zero additional genes that were differentially expressed in at least one genotype in both sexes. This analysis allowed genes to either increase or decrease in expression and not all genotypes were fully intersected for a given gene. The gene lists are therefore different from those reported for fully intersected upregulated genes in [table 1](#msw246-T1){ref-type="table"}.

Genotype-Specific, but Not Always Significant Overall
-----------------------------------------------------

So far, we have shown that overall transcript responses to hypoxia are largely genotype-specific. To test whether canonical hypoxia-response genes were identified in statistical models across all genotypes combined we conducted DE analyses with the complete dataset. Of the known hypoxia-response genes, we found one gene in females that was hypoxia-responsive as a first order term ([fig. 5*A*](#msw246-F5){ref-type="fig"}), and two genes in males ([fig. 5*B*](#msw246-F5){ref-type="fig"}). These were not always the same genes that were identified when genotypes were tested individually (red gene IDs in [fig. 5](#msw246-F5){ref-type="fig"}, and see above). This result underpins the complexity of identifying gene targets for gene therapy, since genes do not have the same response in all genotypes and only a small number of genes respond consistently across all genotypes. Using models with interaction terms fitted, we found a number of the hypoxia-response genes also demonstrated significant higher order interaction effects of G × G, although these did not remain after strict *P*-value adjustment (FDR \< 0.1; [fig. 5](#msw246-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results demonstrate context-specific response to hypoxia and that not all canonical hypoxia genes respond in the same way to hypoxia treatment. [Fig.]{.smallcaps} 5.Known hypoxia genes show first order genetic and environment effects, along with significant interaction effects on expression. Heatmaps show relative gene expression patterns of known hypoxia-response genes in females (*A*) and males (*B*). Heatmaps are clustered by gene expression patterns using the hierarchical clustering as implemented in the heatmap3 function ([@msw246-B115]). Dendrograms of genes describe the gene clusters. Libraries (columns) are sorted by mitonuclear genotype and time in hypoxia. Colored bars above the heatmaps describe the experimental treatment of individual RNA-seq libraries. Tables to the right of heatmaps show the gene ID and ticks highlight if that gene was significantly DE (FDR \< 0.1) by a genetic or environmental effect, and any significant interaction effect. Genes in red were significantly differentially expressed (up- or down-regulated) by hypoxia in at least one genotype. The hypoxia term in the table describes whether there was an overall significant hypoxia effect with all genotypes combined in the analysis. An asterisk means that gene was not included in the combined genotype model due to insufficient read counts.

Higher Order Genetic Effects on Transcript Expression
-----------------------------------------------------

We identified large numbers of genes that were sensitive to interactions between nDNA × mtDNA (FDR \< 0.1 females: *n* = 1,865, males: *n* = 72; [fig. 6*A*](#msw246-F6){ref-type="fig"}), yet only small numbers for the remaining interaction terms: mtDNA × Hypoxia (FDR \< 0.1 females: *n* = 1, males: *n* = 0; [fig. 6*B*](#msw246-F6){ref-type="fig"}), nDNA × Hypoxia (FDR \< 0.1 females: *n* = 1, males: *n* = 0; [fig. 6*C*](#msw246-F6){ref-type="fig"}), and nDNA × mtDNA × hypoxia (FDR \< 0.1 females: *n* = 2, males: *n* = 0; [fig. 6*D*](#msw246-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Female and male datasets were analyzed separately and all libraries were included in the analyses. Generally, the numbers of transcripts that were DE by the interaction effects were larger in females than males and there was little overlap of genes between the sexes ([fig. 6](#msw246-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Higher order interactions are by definition context-dependent and our results further suggest that higher order genetic and environmental effects are sex specific. Of the genes that were DE by interaction terms, we conducted GO enrichment analyses. The results of significant GO process, GO function and GO component terms for all higher order interactions are shown in supplementary tables S2--S8, Supplementary Material online. The G × G gene enrichments were most significantly associated with "'peptide biosynthetic process" in females, and "humoral immune response" in males. [Fig.]{.smallcaps} 6.Higher order genetic and hypoxia interactions across sexes. Venn diagrams describe the numbers of genes that were differentially expressed by a higher order interaction (FDR \< 0.1). Red circles are female DE genes; blue are male. The numbers of genes that intersected between the sexes are also shown. nDNA × mtDNA significant interactions are shown in (*A*). mtDNA × hypoxia effects are shown in (*B*). There were no overlapping genes between the sexes for any of the remaining higher order interactions (*B*, *C*, *D*) with a strict FDR \< 0.1 cut-off. nDNA × hypoxia effects (*C*) and nDNA × mtDNA × hypoxia (*D*) are shown.

Hypoxia Sensitive Genetic Effects
---------------------------------

Clearly, transcript expression is a dynamic process that is sensitive to genetic and environmental interactions. To test how DE genes changed over the three experimental timepoints, we treated each timepoint as a separate experiment event and tested for statistically significant first order genetic effects of nDNA and mtDNA, along with their nDNA × mtDNA interaction. In females, the numbers of significant (FDR \< 0.1) nuclear genes showed a monotonic increase with increasing time in hypoxia ([fig. 7*A*](#msw246-F7){ref-type="fig"}). The opposite effect was observed in males, whose numbers declined monotonically with time in hypoxia ([fig. 7*G*](#msw246-F7){ref-type="fig"}). For genes DE by mtDNA, there was an initial increase in numbers, followed by a subsequent drop. Qualitatively similar effects were observed in females ([fig. 7*B*](#msw246-F7){ref-type="fig"}) and males ([fig. 7*H*](#msw246-F7){ref-type="fig"}). In both females and males, the number of significant nDNA × mtDNA genes decreased with time in hypoxia. This effect was monotonic in females ([fig. 7*C*](#msw246-F7){ref-type="fig"}) and males ([fig. 7*I*](#msw246-F7){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig.]{.smallcaps} 7.Genetic effects and interactions are modified by hypoxia. Barplots in (*A*, *B*, *C*) show the proportion of genes in females that were differentially expressed by nDNA, mtDNA, and nDNA x mtDNA, respectively, at different hypoxia treatments: 0 min (yellow), 30 min (blue), and 120 min (red) (FDR \< 0.1). Equivalent barplots for males are shown in (*G*, *H*, and *I*). Under 30 min of hypoxia, the signature of mtDNA variation increased in proportion in both sexes. The proportion of nDNA × mtDNA decreased with increasing time in hypoxia in both sexes. In females, the number of DE nDNA genes increased with time in hypoxia, whereas the proportion in males decreased. Venn diagrams in (*D*, *E*, and *F*) show the intersections between first order nDNA, mtDNA, and higher order nDNA × mtDNA interactions for females at hypoxia treatments: 0 min (yellow), 30 min (blue), and 120 min (red). The equivalent Venn diagrams for males are shown in (*J*, *K*, and *L*).

Electron Transport Genes
------------------------

Mitonuclear introgression provides an experimental method to disrupt mtDNA--nDNA crosstalk and influence gene expression in gene pathways that rely on the interaction between nDNA and mtDNA protein partners. There is an intimate relationship between nuclear-encoded and mtDNA-encoded protein subunits in four out of five oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) complexes. Complex II of the ETC, however, does not contain any proteins encoded by mtDNA genes and instead this complex is solely encoded by nDNA. Complex II genes are therefore a special case of genes to examine a functional connection to mtDNA variation since they are in the same electron transport chain, yet do not directly contain genetic variants associated with mtDNA haplotypes. We tested the hypothesis that respiratory chain genes encoded by mtDNA demonstrate differential expression under hypoxia. We further tested the prediction that succinate dehydrogenase (complex II) genes would show a signature of mtDNA variation, since complex II is closely coupled with other proteins encoded by both nDNA and mtDNA genomes.

[Figure 8](#msw246-F8){ref-type="fig"} describes the responses of mitochondrial respiratory chain genes to hypoxia in individual genotypes in females ([fig. 8*A*--*D*](#msw246-F8){ref-type="fig"}) and males ([fig. 8*E*--*H*](#msw246-F8){ref-type="fig"}). There were qualitative and quantitative differences between the mitonuclear genotypes and between the sexes. The norms of reaction in red (female) and blue (male) represent the log~2~ fold change in mtDNA-encoded gene expression over time in hypoxia, relative to the control (time = 0 min in hypoxia) baseline. Respiratory chain genes were among the most responsive to hypoxia and there was a general enrichment for electron transport chain and oxidative-reduction processes in gene ontology (GO) enrichment analyses (supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online). Interestingly, there was no uniform response to hypoxia and different mitonuclear genotypes showed unique signatures of hypoxia response in their respiratory chain genes. For example, *OreR;OreR* females show a strong mtDNA-encoded gene response and these genes were mainly up-regulated during hypoxia. In contrast, *OreR;AutW132* males show the opposite effect for mtDNA-encoded genes and all mtDNA-encoded genes were down-regulated during hypoxia. In both these genotypes, the nuclear-encoded components of the respiratory chain (black lines) showed a dampened response to hypoxia. [Fig.]{.smallcaps} 8.Oxidative phosphorylation genes encoded by mtDNA and nDNA are among the most differentially expressed by hypoxia. Norms of reaction for log~2~ fold change relative to hypoxia timepoint = 0 are shown for individual genotypes in females (*A*--*D*) and males (*E*--*H*). Red lines in (*A--D*) and blue lines in (*E--H*) show the mtDNA-encoded genes in females and males, respectively. Black lines show the remaining nDNA-encoded genes that comprise the Complexes I--IV and ATP synthetase. Boxplots in (*I*--*L*: females) and (*M*--*P*: males) show the expression of succinate dehydrogenase genes (*SdhA*, *SdhB*, *SdhC*, and *SdhD*) of complex II of the electron transport chain.

Sex-Specific Succinate Dehydrogenase Expression
-----------------------------------------------

We next tested whether mtDNA influenced the expression of succinate dehydrogenase (complex II) genes: *SdhA*, *SdhB*, *SdhC*, *SdhD*, in both sexes. Three of the four genes (*SdhA*, *SdhC*, and *SdhD*) were differentially expressed by mtDNA in females across all timepoints, and there was a significant up-regulated response to hypoxia in the female genotypes with the *AutW132* nuclear genome (FDR \< 0.1) ([fig. 8*I*--*L*](#msw246-F8){ref-type="fig"}). The effect of hypoxia was not significant in the *OregonR* nuclear background in females. In contrast, males showed neither a significant mtDNA effect nor a significant hypoxia effect in any of the four succinate dehydrogenase genes (FDR \> 0.1) ([fig. 8 *M*--*P*](#msw246-F8){ref-type="fig"}). This result reveals there are sex-specific mtDNA effects in complex II, and that hypoxia does not directly influence complex II gene expression in males, at least for these mitonuclear genotypes. Nuclear background does, however, affect sensitivity to hypoxia in females. Interestingly, all succinate dehydrogenase genes were significantly DE by nDNA as first order effects in males, but none were significantly DE by nDNA in females.

RT-qPCR Validation
------------------

We measured the expression of ten nuclear markers by qPCR, to validate that RNA-seq was capturing repeatable fold changes as a consequence of hypoxia. The correlation between RNA-seq log~2~ fold changes and qPCR log~2~ fold changes was as follows: *r *=* *0.76, *t* = 7.18, *df *=* *38, *P *=* *1.387e−08: (see supplementary fig. S8, Supplementary Material online). Full details and methods are described in the Supplementary Material online.

Discussion
==========

We found that the gene expression profiles of adult Drosophila were altered by gene interactions between nDNA and mtDNA and were modified by hypoxia, and that 30 min in a hypoxic environment increased the number of genes associated with mtDNA variation in both sexes. Overall, we demonstrate there is extensive G × G × E in this panel of *D. melanogaster* genotypes, and that G × G × E also affect the sexes in different ways (there was only a small overlap between significant G × G × E genes). Importantly, we show that, with the exception of two individual genes (e.g., *hairy, Major Facilitator Superfamily Transporter 14*), the shared hypoxia response across genotypes is limited and the majority of genes that responded to hypoxia were private to individual genotypes. We discuss these results in the context of first order effects, mitonuclear interactions (epistasis) and the implications for understanding the architecture of complex phenotypes.

First-Order nDNA Effects
------------------------

Nuclear genetic variation in our study was associated with a large number of DE genes, which was predicted since there are many SNP variants between *OreR* and *AutW132* nDNAs. In a large mapping DGRP reference panel ([@msw246-B67]), there is remarkable sequence polymorphism between strains and an estimated single genetic marker every 33 bp on average ([@msw246-B68]). The nuclear backgrounds in the present study are differentiated by an estimated \>48,449 SNPs in the transcriptome alone, and this estimate does not include genome rearrangements. In both sexes, we found a large number of genes were DE by nDNA when averaging across all other factors (mtDNA, and hypoxia). Our estimates of nDNA DE genes across the sexes (females *n *=* *6,803; males *n *=* *5,918) are similar to those of [@msw246-B34], who identified that at least 5,820 genes were differentially expressed between genotypes in *D. melanogaster*. Gibson et al. found 5,040 genes that were DE in females, and 4,098 in males. The ratio of female:male DE genes was approximately 1.23, and we found the same qualitative pattern and a similar quantitative ratio of 1.15. It should be noted that some of the nDNA encoded differences in gene expression are likely due to both *cis-* and *trans-*mediated factors, but our experimental design using homozygous nuclear backgrounds does not allow distinction between these effects.

The numbers of DE genes were similar in females and males for nDNA variation, however, the numbers of mtDNA-associated DE genes were generally higher in females suggesting a greater sensitivity to disrupted mtDNA-nDNA crosstalk. Variation in nDNA showed consistent enrichment for the GO function category---serine endopeptidase activity---in both sexes. Serine catabolism has been linked with tumor growth and mitochondrial redox balance during severe hypoxia ([@msw246-B113]), thus integrating both mitochondrial function and oxygen availability; two main objectives of the present study. The current mitonuclear-hypoxia experiment was not conducted in severe hypoxia (0.5% O~2~), but instead, at physiological hypoxia (6% O~2~). In spite of this difference, we were able to identify known pathways associated with hypoxia in human cells, demonstrating the value of the *Drosophila* model organism as a research tool for human disease genetics.

First-Order mtDNA Effects
-------------------------

We found mtDNA had a larger effect in females than males averaging across all other variables: (nDNA and hypoxia). This effect was not the consequence of averaging across hypoxia timepoints since results at individual timepoints revealed the same pattern; females always showed greater numbers of mtDNA DE genes. These results are dramatically different from a previous study of gene expression as a consequence of mtDNA variation. Using a common nDNA background and five genetically distinct mtDNAs, [@msw246-B49] found 1,172 genes that were DE by mtDNA variation in males and only seven genes that were DE by mtDNA variation in females. Our estimates differ both qualitatively and quantitatively from those of Innocenti et al. We found a larger proportion of genes were differentially expressed by mtDNA in females (*n* = 1,850; FDR \< 0.1) than in males (*n* = 31; FDR \< 0.1). These differences could be in part due to analyses being performed on different gene expression platforms \[Illumina RNAseq (current study) vs. Affymetrix Drosophila 2.0 microarray ([@msw246-B49])\]. However, we favor the hypothesis that the different mtDNA haplotypes, with different degrees of polymorphism, are likely to explain the majority of the differences between studies. The same mtDNA haplotype was not present across studies and a different number of haplotypes were tested between studies. We are likely to have greater sensitivity to detect DE genes using a single mtDNA haplotype contrast, than in an analysis with five haplotypes, however, this would not explain the opposing qualitative differences we observed between females and males. It remains possible that the effect observed by Innocenti et al. is enhanced in the *w1118* nuclear background used in that study, and not evident in other nuclear backgrounds.

A simple mtDNA genotype-phenotype divergence model predicts that greater numbers of nucleotide substitutions would confer greater phenotypic effects. However, previous work in our laboratory has revealed that mtDNA sequence divergence is a poor correlate of phenotypic divergence in mitonuclear introgression lines ([@msw246-B70]; [@msw246-B71]), but see ([@msw246-B14]). Instead, main effects of mtDNA are largely confined to individual "lines", with polymorphisms associated with "species" divergence demonstrating no consistent directional effects on phenotypic expression.

The mtDNA haplotype contrast in the present study (*siI* vs. *OreR*) is more genetically divergent than a typical intraspecific contrast, and may help explain why mtDNA effects were both quantitatively and qualitatively different from other mtDNA studies on transcription ([@msw246-B49]). In the context of personalized medicine and mitochondrial replacement therapies, it is clear that mtDNA and nDNA effects are important for transcription responses to hypoxia, and future work should focus on medically relevant environmental interactions and genotypes and how these may affect therapy outcomes. Our assessment of mtDNA effects may overestimate the number of genes whose transcripts are modified, however we establish here that G × G × E is a phenomenon that has the potential to affect gene expression and should be subject to future study.

We did identify enrichment for electron transport chain GO process in females (FDR Q \< 0.01), as we would expect by manipulating genetic variation in the electron transport chain. However, this result was restricted to females. Similar to Innocenti et al., we found "reproduction" GO process was enriched at a nominal *P* \< 0.05 in males, and there were some examples of male specific genes (seminal proteins) that demonstrate mtDNA effects, although these GO categories did not remain using strict FDR \< 0.1 transcripts. However, these significant mtDNA effects were only present under hypoxic conditions, and not at normoxia. The increase in mtDNA DE genes under 30 min (initial) hypoxia was a general genome-wide finding and likely reflects the hypoxic state exposing mtDNA variants to exert larger effects on genes that interact with mtDNA-encoded proteins.

First-Order Hypoxia Effects
---------------------------

Environment can also exert a large influence on gene expression, even within closely related populations ([@msw246-B35]). Using our inbred mitonuclear lines, we found only a small number of genes that were sensitive to hypoxia as first order effects when averaging over all genotypes. However, we found very clear genotype-specific effects of hypoxia and very little overlap between genotypes for genes that are DE by hypoxia. Previous selection experiments in *D. melanogaster* have shown that approximately half of DE genes under hypoxia were downregulated ([@msw246-B116]). We found a similar effect in females, and of the significant DE hypoxia genes, *n* = 21 were upregulated and *n* = 11 were down regulated (∼34%). In males, however, *n* = 44 were upregulated and *n* = 3 were down regulated (∼6.4%).

*Sima* is the *Drosophila* homolog of hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF1α) ([@msw246-B107]; [@msw246-B75]); the transcription factor that is central to the cellular responses to hypoxia, yet does not directly sense oxygen ([@msw246-B51]; [@msw246-B86]). The HIF1-β subunit---*Tango* (*tgo*)---is known to be constitutively expressed, independently of O~2~ levels ([@msw246-B83]). Under normoxia, the alpha subunit of HIF is targeted for degradation by the von Hippel-Lindau ubiquitin ligase complex ([@msw246-B50]) and this process is mediated by the oxygen sensing HIF prolyl hydrolase (*Hph*) ([@msw246-B11]; [@msw246-B54]; [@msw246-B58]; [@msw246-B84]). We found the *Hph* gene was consistently upregulated during hypoxia in both females and males, suggesting components of the canonical and evolutionarily conserved HIF pathway show a repeatable response with hypoxia, although these trends did not survive correction for strict false discovery rates. We consistently identified the transcriptional suppressor, *hairy* (*h*), in our hypoxia-sensitive gene list. *Hairy* has been suggested as a metabolic switch that reduces the expression of tricarboxylic acid (TCA) genes and glycolytic enzymes ([@msw246-B117]). In flies adapted to low O~2~ levels, *hairy* is upregulated relative to naïve flies and flies with mutations in *hairy* demonstrate significantly lower hypoxia tolerance ([@msw246-B117]). We also observed consistent upregulation of *hairy* during hypoxia in flies naïve to hypoxia.

In spite of identifying known hypoxia response genes, the suites of other genes that are DE by hypoxia were largely genotype-specific, signifying that interactions between nDNA and mtDNA can alter the identity of hypoxia response genes. These genotype-specific signatures of hypoxia further suggest there are HIF-dependent and HIF-independent hypoxic responses, which have been previously described in *D. melanogaster* ([@msw246-B60]) and *C. elegans* ([@msw246-B88]). In humans, alternative O~2~ sensing pathways involve the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) kinase and signaling through the unfolded protein response (UPR) ([@msw246-B112]). While specific mechanisms of hypoxia induction of transcription were not the focus of this study, we found a number or mTOR interacting genes to be significantly modified by mtDNA (data not shown). Previous studies have substantiated a link between dietary intake and hypoxia ([@msw246-B100]; [@msw246-B99]), and disrupted mitonuclear communication with advanced aging ([@msw246-B36]). Future studies should incorporate mtDNA variation as an important factor incorporating nutrient sensing, hypoxia, and ageing.

Under hypoxia, cells generally decrease OXPHOS and increase glycolytic activity for adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production ([@msw246-B58]). In cancer, tumor cells paradoxically show increased aerobic glycolysis, even in the presence of functional mitochondria in which OXPHOS would be the more ATP-efficient process ([@msw246-B33]; [@msw246-B102]). Initial observations led Otto Warburg to postulate that the "irreversible injuring of respiration" was a common factor in cancer ([@msw246-B108]). Succinate dehydrogenase is a tumor suppressor found in complex II in mitochondria ([@msw246-B87]) and is suspected as being involved in the pseudohypoxic response that enhances glycolysis ([@msw246-B55]). Mutations in succinate dehydrogenase turn on the HIF response pathway in tumors ([@msw246-B8]; [@msw246-B77]). In one study in *D. melanogaster*, *sdhB* mutants were hypersensitive to oxygen and showed structural defects in flight muscle mitochondria which influenced longevity ([@msw246-B103]). We found at least three of the four succinate dehydrogenase genes to upregulate in response to hypoxia and express mtDNA effects in females. In contrast in males, transcripts increased when initially low, and decreased when initially high, but there was no mtDNA effect. Succinate dehydrogenase is a shared protein complex between the TCA cycle, which occurs in the mitochondrial matrix, and OXPHOS, which occurs on the inner mitochondrial membrane. Our observation that females show signatures of mtDNA variation on Sdh gene expression suggests there is some form of retrograde signaling between products of joint mitonuclear encoding and the nucleus ([@msw246-B63]; [@msw246-B105]; [@msw246-B15]), and this signaling pathway is sex-specific. A previous analysis in *D. melanogaster* has suggested retrograde signaling from mitochondria to the nucleus that causes a mtDNA-dependent change in succinate dehydrogenase enzyme activity ([@msw246-B101]). More generally, mitochondria-to-nucleus retrograde signaling has been shown in tumor progression and metastasis ([@msw246-B1]) and is hypothesized to involve cytosolic calcium signaling as a main intermediate that transduces the message of metabolic stress ([@msw246-B10]; [@msw246-B105]). The retrograde signaling is likely to be coordinated by a number of transcription factors ([@msw246-B15]).

Sex-Specific Effects
--------------------

MtDNAs in males are not subject to direct selection due to maternal inheritance ([@msw246-B31]) and mitochondrial efficiency may be constrained in males and more exposed to selection for efficient function in females. Such sexually antagonistic effects and their impacts on organismal sex differences in phenotypes (e.g., ageing) have been speculated and may explain why females and males often vary phenotypically ([@msw246-B94]; [@msw246-B95]). However, sex differences in mitochondrial function alone are not *prima facie* evidence in support of the Frank and Hurst Hypothesis ([@msw246-B31]).

These sex differences we observed could be a consequence of overall gender differences in mitochondrial phenotypes, including transcript expression of mtDNA genes ([@msw246-B72]). In *D. simulans*, females contain a higher mtDNA: nDNA copy number ratio in thoraces than males ([@msw246-B6]), although in humans, differences in mtDNA copy number variation do not correlate with changes in mtDNA gene expression variability ([@msw246-B106]). There is good evidence in rodent models that females and males can have different mitochondrial phenotypes ([@msw246-B53]; [@msw246-B19]; [@msw246-B97]). Sex differences in mouse mitochondrial content and function have also been implicated in the sex differences on susceptibility to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a disease with a distorted male-biased sex ratio among sufferers ([@msw246-B64]). Importantly, male mouse brains also demonstrate lower brain ETC activity, lower mitochondrial mass, and lower mitochondrial membrane potential ([@msw246-B80]), although different mouse strains can sometimes demonstrate no sex differences in mitochondrial bioenergetics ([@msw246-B85]). Our sex-limited mtDNA effect in succinate dehydrogenase genes warrants further study and future work should aim to understand how sex differences in mtDNA transcript response are intimately related to hypoxia. Our findings pose three main questions: (i) why do genes consistently sensitive to hypoxia also show significant mtDNA effects, (ii) why are these effects dramatically sex-specific, and (iii) could these possibly linked phenomena be explained by mitochondrial physiology alone, which is known to differ between the sexes?

We found inconsistent responses of mtDNA genes to hypoxia across the two hypoxia timepoints and evidence of non-overlapping (sex-limited) mtDNA x hypoxia interactions. Surprisingly, mtDNA transcripts generally increased in some mitonuclear backgrounds (e.g., *siI;AutW132*), yet decreased in others (e.g., *OreR;AutW132*). Only one pairing of *D. melanogaster* mtDNAs with *D. melanogaster* nDNA showed the predicted down-regulation of OXPHOS genes response (after a switch to a hypoxic environment) across both sexes (*OreR;AutW132*). These results are consistent with a mitonuclear coadaptation hypothesis suggesting co-evolved mtDNA and nDNA molecules should demonstrate more robust phenotypes when compared with more distantly related mtDNA and nDNA pairings (see above). In spite of its theoretical appeal, the evidence for mtDNA "species" effects on phenotypes is sparse ([@msw246-B70]; [@msw246-B71]), and we have found the majority of mitonuclear incompatibilities are unique to capricious mtDNA--nDNA pairings. These significant epistatic interactions are clearly sensitive to hypoxia too and we posit this is likely a reflection of the intimate relationship between oxygen, oxygen sensing and mitochondria.

Epistasis and Complex Mitonuclear Interactions with Hypoxia
-----------------------------------------------------------

To our knowledge, this is the first study to simultaneously assess nDNA, mtDNA, and hypoxia variation in *Drosophila* and integrate these axes of genetic and environmental variation. Previous studies in the copepod *Tigriopus californicus* have also incorporated mtDNA, nDNA variation (hybrids), and environmental stress to disentangle the effects of mtDNA, nDNA, and temperature ([@msw246-B111]), or salinity effects on gene expression in oxidative phosphorylation genes ([@msw246-B27]), evidencing that incompatibilities between nDNA and mtDNA could contribute to hybrid breakdown ([@msw246-B26]). Studies of hypoxia in *Drosophila* are numerous \[reviewed in [@msw246-B44] and [@msw246-B114]\] and *Drosophila* has emerged as a useful organism to test systems biology phenomena relating to oxidative stress ([@msw246-B83]). Selection followed by resequencing experiments in *Drosophila* have also revealed genes that have likely adapted to hypoxia and that also show signals of positive selection in four high altitude human populations (Sherpas, Tibetans, Ethiopians, and Andeans) ([@msw246-B52]). We explicitly tested the effects of mtDNA mutations in the electron transport chain via direct introgression onto alternative nDNAs. Using this approach, we identified a number of genes whose expression is modified by, and conditional upon, the nuclear genome the mtDNA is paired with. These results suggest there are interactions between mutations within these genomes that are associated with differential transcript expression. In females the significant mitonuclear interaction genes were largely associated with translational processes, which are consistent with a disruption of a key role of mitochondria in the cell: protein synthesis ([@msw246-B30]; [@msw246-B7]). In males, we found enrichment for serine-type endopeptidase activity involving lysozymes and these are integrated in the humoral immune response. Our finding is consistent with a previous study in *Drosophila* larval fat body, which revealed a genetic link between hypoxia and proteasome inactivation via the canonical *sima* (HIF1α) pathway ([@msw246-B65]).

Previous studies using the *Drosophila* mitonuclear introgression model have found translational defects to be main phenotypes and these have been related to development time ([@msw246-B70]; [@msw246-B71]) and bristle length ([@msw246-B70]). There are similarities between deleterious mitonuclear phenotypes and *Minute* loci; known to affect ribosomal proteins and hence translational machinery in the cell, along with OXPHOS deficiencies ([@msw246-B28]). We found among the most enriched GO terms relating to nDNA × mtDNA × hypoxia co-variation was "translation", and we hypothesize that mitonuclear variation partly disrupted cross talk between mtDNA and nDNA molecules and this was revealed in related DE transcripts. We have previously isolated and fine mapped a two-nucleotide mitonuclear epistasis for development time in *Drosophila* ([@msw246-B69]). In that case, one nucleotide in the mtDNA (*tRNA^Tyr^*) and one nucleotide in the nDNA (mitochondrial tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase) interact epistatically and cause a translation syndrome, mimicking a mitochondrial disease in humans. Other *Drosophila* models of mitochondrial disease, including the *tko^(25t)^* strain ([@msw246-B16]), have shown mitoribosomal protein gene mutations can confer OXPHOS deficiencies and translational defects, and these can be modified by putative mtDNA variation. Together, these results suggest *Drosophila* mitonuclear covariation can provide a useful model of mitochondrial and translational defects.

Mitonuclear introgression introduces mutations into a co-evolved mitonuclear genetic unit ([@msw246-B78]; [@msw246-B79]) and can experimentally mimic the phenotypic consequences of mitochondrial replacement therapy in a genetically tractable organism. Recently, changes in mitochondrial content have been pinpointed as sources of ∼50% of the variability in nuclear protein levels ([@msw246-B38]). Given that mtDNA can effect gene expression, and new therapies to ameliorate mitochondrial disease by mtDNA replacement are being developed, extra care must be made to ensure mitonuclear incompatibilities are avoided ([@msw246-B73]).

Concluding Remarks
==================

The canonical response to hypoxia is a complex cascade of gene action, although the basic mechanism is well understood ([@msw246-B58]). There are complications when comparing hypoxic responses between studies, because often different durations and severities of hypoxia are experimentally conducted, with different gene pathways being targeted. Also, there is often variation between the cell stages or ages of the organism between studies. Very few studies have made the separation between sexes and pool the sexes prior to expression arrays ([@msw246-B116]). We show that this approach restricts the possibility of detecting sex-specific DE genes and pathways. We found overall large differences in sensitivity between the sexes to hypoxia, along with nDNA and mtDNA variation. These results have wide implications for the effects of mitonuclear communication and how these can often exert genotype-specific signatures of hypoxia. Not only did we find small overlap of DE genes between genotypes, but we also identified that some canonical hypoxia response genes are also significantly influenced by G × G and G × E effects, and these were often sex-specific responses. A meta-analysis approach to identify human HIF-target genes revealed that cell type alone can have a large influence on the number of DE genes detected, e.g., monocytes showed 486 genes, whereas HeLa cells revealed 2,119, with little overlap between the gene sets ([@msw246-B9]). The hypoxic transcriptome response is cell type specific in human cancer cells too ([@msw246-B21]; [@msw246-B18]) and we show here that mitonuclear genotypes of the same organism, at the same age, in the same sex, can display significantly different transcriptome responses, averaging across cell types. While the core sets of hypoxia response genes can be identified, as we show here, the interactions between mtDNA and nDNA are likely to underpin a large number of privately expressed DE genes to each genotype, which can be further influenced by oxygen availability. While this study has focused on hypoxia, the implications for the genetic and environmental complexities underlying personalized genomic medicine are clear: each genotype can have a unique response to a genetic or environmental perturbation. Quantifying the extent of these genotype- and environment-specific responses of organisms is a critical first step in addressing the common and unique components of the causal connection between genotypes and phenotypes.

Materials and methods
=====================

Mitonuclear Flies
-----------------

We conducted our experiments on four mitonuclear genotype in a 2 × mtDNA haplotype × 2 × nDNA background matrix with four genotypes in total. MtDNA haplotypes were from: (i) *OregonR D. melanogaster* haplotype and (ii) *siI D. simulans* haplotype. These mtDNAs were introgressed with two nDNA types both from *D. melanogaster*; *OregonR* and *AutW132*. The four (mtDNA; nDNA) introgressed genotypes were: *OregonR;OregonR*, *siI;OregonR*, *OregonR;AutW132*, and *siI;AutW132*. The introgressions were performed via precise balancer chromosome replacement as described in ([@msw246-B70]). Following balancer chromosome replacement, flies were repeatedly backcrossed to remove residual nuclear genetic variants that may have been retained during the chromosome replacement. Some fraction of SNPs associated with mitonuclear covariation may be due to underlying genetic differences at those loci and not necessarily a consequence of mitonuclear interactions. This is because (i) no *Drosophila* strain is truly isogenic \>1 generation post-construction (due to mutation), and (ii) the lines were maintained for ∼100 generations prior to experimentation allowing opportunity for mutations to segregate within a nuclear background and between mitonuclear genotypes. In particular, nuclear SNPs that differ between strains carrying different mtDNA variants *within* the same nuclear background could associate with significantly differentially expressed genes. To test whether this was evident in our dataset, we merged .bam files from technical replicates of the same genetic background from the timepoint = 0 RNAseq libraries (4 in total/one per genotype). We then asked whether there were SNPs within the nuclear backgrounds that segregated between strains carrying different mtDNA variants, using the bcftools *pair* algorithm and a CLR cut-off \> 90; in much the same way that we estimate *between* nuclear background differences (see below). We identified some SNPs in genes that were also significantly associated with mitonuclear variation. These were: 3/72 (4.17%) for male *AutW132*; 39/1865 for female *AutW132* (2.09%); 1/72 male *OregonR* (1.39%); and 15/1865 (0.80%) for female *OregonR*. To test whether these genes were associated with the significant GO terms we identified in the mitonuclear gene lists, we conducted GO category analyses on those genes that were identified as containing SNPs. We did not find any GO functional categories, significant or otherwise, that overlapped with our identified gene sets that we report in the supplementary tables S2--S8, Supplementary Material online. We interpret this as good evidence that our identified genes that contain SNPs are not associated with the pathways we observed to be enriched in our mitonuclear gene sets.

The reason for introgressing these specific mtDNA haplotypes is because they contain a large number of synonymous SNP polymorphisms (418) and amino acid substitutions (94), therefore are likely to influence phenotypic variation. Using the same panel of genotypes, we have observed wide variation in whole organismal phenotypes (development time and egg-to-adult viability; [@msw246-B70]) and introgression of *OregonR* and *siI* mtDNAs onto Drosophila Genetic Reference Panel (DGRP) nuclear backgrounds highlighted numerous mitonuclear epistases associated with development time and egg-to-adult survival ([@msw246-B71]). Prior to this study, all genotypes were treated with tetracycline to remove any source of *Wolbachia* infection. *Wolbachia* negative status was confirmed in all genotypes using a diagnostic *Wolbachia*-specific PCR with positive controls ([@msw246-B70]).

Hypoxia Exposure
----------------

The hypoxia experiment was fully factorial and all genotypes were exposed to three hypoxia treatment conditions: (i) 0 min of hypoxia (control), (ii) 30 min of hypoxia (6% O~2~) (initial hypoxic response), and (iii) 120 min of hypoxia (6% O~2~). Adult *Drosophila* can tolerate acute hypoxia (0% O~2~) for a few hours without measurable tissue damage ([@msw246-B42]) and selection experiments over several generations (\>13) have successfully selected for flies that can tolerate ambient 5% O~2~ ([@msw246-B116]). At 6% O~2~, the proportion of embryos surviving to adult stage is reduced to ∼10% ([@msw246-B116]) and at 4% O~2~, no unselected adult flies are viable. The genotypes used in this study demonstrate variable survival under extreme hypoxia (1.5% O~2~) (see supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online). Using this prior information along with previous studies, we selected 6% oxygen as a hypoxia environment that was likely to generate informative results, and which is in the range of "physiological hypoxia" ([@msw246-B56]) that is non-lethal for short durations in adult *Drosophila*.

All experiments were performed at the same location in Providence, Rhode Island, at approximately sea level. Our hypoxia treatments were conducted by decreasing the level of O~2~ via nitrogen (N) gas injection into a BioSpherix animal chamber (Biospherix, Lacon, NY, USA) to establish an equilibrated 6% oxygen, creating a "physiological hypoxia" environment (*sensu*; [@msw246-B56]). All experiments were performed at 25 °C. At sea level at 25 °C, the partial pressure of oxygen under normoxia (21% O~2~) is 20.33 kPa, while the partial pressure under our hypoxic condition was 5.81 kPa. Oxygen concentration was monitored and controlled using a BioSpherix ProOx Model 110 gas oxygen controller (BioSpherix, Lacona, NY, USA).

Prior to the experiment, flies were reared on standard laboratory food at 25 °C on a 12 h light: 12 h dark cycle, and density-controlled for one generation. After density control, eclosed flies were allowed to mate for 3 days on the standard laboratory food, and then separated by sex into vials with 50 individuals per vial. Flies were used in this experiment after two days of recovery from CO~2~ anesthesia. Hypoxia exposure commenced at 15:30 for both hypoxia treatments and the control. All flies were handled the same way across treatments to minimize any handling effects. After 0, 30, or 120 min of hypoxia, flies were transferred to a 1.5 mL micro centrifuge tube and immediately flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.

RNA Extraction
--------------

RNA extraction was performed as previously outlined ([@msw246-B72]). Briefly, we extracted RNA from 30, 5-day-old healthy flies in each genotype x hypoxia × sex treatment. There were three replicates per genotype × hypoxia × sex condition, with the exception of one sample of *siI;AutW132* females, which had two replicates at hypoxia timepoint = 0; resulting in a total of 71 RNA libraries. RNA extraction followed a modified RNA-Seq sample preparation protocol from the Gilad Laboratory ([@msw246-B120]). Messenger RNA was first extracted, followed by RNA fragmentation, cDNA first strand synthesis, second strand synthesis, end repair, poly adenylation, adapter ligation and PCR enrichment. Throughout, RNA and DNA were quantified using the Qubit^®^ Kits (RNA Broad Range, ds DNA Broad Range, and ds DNA High Sensitivity) with a Qubit^®^ 1.0 Fluorometer. All Qubit^®^ reagents were obtained from Molecular Probes™ (ThermoFisher Scientific). Following PCR enrichment, we size selected PCR products with size range = 334--500 bp using a Caliper Lab Chip XT (DNA 750 chip) (Caliper Life Sciences, Inc. Hopkington, MA, USA).

Gene Expression Assays
----------------------

Gene expression was assayed in both sexes in all four genotypes at three hypoxia treatments (0 min, 30 min, and 120 min) using Illumina RNA-seq (HiSeq: Illumina, San Diego, USA) with a 50 bp, single end protocol. Samples were processed at Brown University's Genomics Core Facility using an Illumina HiSeq2000 platform.

RNA-Seq Data Preprocessing
--------------------------

RNA-seq read quality was first assessed using the fastqc v0.11.5 program (<http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/>, last accessed November 14, 2016). We then filtered the reads using a fastq quality filter (fastq_quality_filter) with --q 20 and --p 80 flags, as implemented in the FASTX-Toolkit (<http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/commandline.html#fastq_quality_filter_usage>, last accessed November 14, 2016). These values correspond to removing reads with 80% bases having a quality score lower than 20. Adapters were clipped from the reads using the fastx_clipper tool in the FASTX-Toolkit (<http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/commandline.html#fastx_clipper_usage>, last accessed November 14, 2016) and fastqc was repeated. We used Tophat v2.0.12 ([@msw246-B96]): <https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/tophat/index.shtml>, last accessed November 14, 2016) with Bowtie2 v2.2.3 (<http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml>, last accessed November 14, 2016) to map the reads to the dm3 reference genome using the dm3flybase.gtf annotation file obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser (<https://genome.ucsc.edu/>, last accessed November 14, 2016). BAM files generated by Tophat were converted to .SAM files using Samtools ([@msw246-B59]) (<http://samtools.sourceforge.net/>, last accessed November 14, 2016) and reads mapping to specific genome features (genes) were counted using htseq-count ([@msw246-B3]) (<http://www-huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/doc/count.html>, last accessed November 14, 2016). The read count data table obtained via HTSeq was used for downstream analyses. All pre-processing was conducted using computational resources and services at the Center for Computation and Visualization, Brown University.

RNA-Seq Data Analysis
---------------------

Differential expression analyses and gene clustering were conducted using three software packages: (i) DESeq ([@msw246-B2]), (ii) edgeR ([@msw246-B82]), and (iii) MBCluster.Seq ([@msw246-B89]). We specify in the relevant *Results* sections which analysis program was used.

Between Nuclear Background SNP Estimates (Pair Analysis)
--------------------------------------------------------

We estimated the number of SNPs that were different between *OregonR* and *AutW132* nuclear backgrounds using the RNA-seq reads that mapped to the *D. melanogaster* transcriptome. To estimate the number of SNP variants between nuclear backgrounds, we first merged the .bam files from three replicates of each genotype in males at timepoint = 0. The pair of genotypes was *OreR;OreR* and *OreR;AutW132*. We used the merged .bam files to achieve greater confidence in SNP calling, along with greater transcriptome-wide coverage. Combined .bam files were aligned with each other and overlapping (intersected) sections were compared for consistency of genotype calls between members of the pair. We used the "pair" function implemented in samtools following user guidelines. Specifically, this was the "*bcftools view -T*" option (<http://www.htslib.org/doc/samtools-0.1.19.html>, last accessed November 14, 2016). The genotype caller identified 115,028 variants with CLR \> 1 (which included all variable genotypes, even of extremely low call quality). The CLR value is the Phred log ratio of genotype likelihoods with and without the pair constraint. Higher values correspond with higher confidence SNP calls. We filtered the genotype calls for SNPs that had a CLR value \>90 on a scale of 1-255. At CLR \> 90, we estimate 48,449 SNPs between *OregonR* and *AutW132* transcriptomes. With the most stringent and conservative analysis (CLR \> 255), we estimate at least 23,539 SNPs. We confirmed a number of the filtered SNP calls by eye using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) ([@msw246-B81]). In the main manuscript we report the intermediate CLR Phred score of \>90.

DESeq
-----

We used DESeq ([@msw246-B2]) to estimate the variance stabilized data (vsd) after normalization as an estimate of expression in the construction of [figures 5](#msw246-F5){ref-type="fig"} and [8*I*--*P*](#msw246-F8){ref-type="fig"}. Comparisons were scaled within a row and therefore expression levels are relative and not sensitive to any gene size differences.

edgeR Model Implementation and Interpretation
---------------------------------------------

For each edgeR DE analysis we estimated a common dispersion, followed by trended dispersion, followed by a tagwise dispersion as strongly recommended for multi factor experiments ([@msw246-B82]; [@msw246-B17]).To estimate first order effects of nDNA, mtDNA and hypoxia in the data, we fit negative binomial generalized linear models (*glmFit*), as implemented in edgeR. The model matrix included the intercept and the term against the model (e.g. nDNA, mtDNA or hypoxia). We then conducted likelihood ratio tests using the *glmLRT* function, with the contrast between the baseline (e.g. nDNA *OreR*), against the nDNA coefficient (e.g. nDNA *AutW132*). The same analysis was performed for contrasts between mtDNAs, and hypoxia time points. For higher order effects, we fit generalized linear models as before, but included interaction terms in the design matrix. The likelihood ratio tests were performed on the interaction effect against the model intercept (e.g. to identify genes that show significant G × G × E (nDNA × mtDNA × hypoxia) interaction effects, we tested this model term using likelihood ratio tests against the intercept (*OreRnDNA*; *OreRmtDNA; 0minsHypoxia*)). We report genes that remain significant with a false discovery rate of less than 10% (FDR \< 0.1).

### MBCluster.Seq

Model based clustering of gene expression profiles was performed using MBCluster.Seq ([@msw246-B89]), with *k *=* *70 clusters in both sexes. Each genotype (×4) × hypoxia condition (×3) (12 in total) was treated as an individual condition. Negative binomial models were used to perform the hierarchical clustering and hybrid tree builds as implemented in the MBCluster.Seq package. Genes in the lowest 30% quantile were removed from the clustering analysis since these had very low or zero read counts, At Θ = 0.3, 9,866 transcripts were clustered in both female and male datasets. Gene clusters are described in the supplementary figures S4--S7, Supplementary Material online. Interaction plots of genotype values per cluster were calculated. The log-fold change is relative to the normalized gene expression across all genotype and hypoxia treatments with each row of the log-fold change matrix having zero sum. The clustering algorithm allocates genes to a group based on their gene expression profile (in this case, the shape of the gene expression--condition relationship).

GO Enrichment
-------------

To understand which, if any, functional gene ontology categories were enriched in our DE data sets, we used GOrilla ([@msw246-B24]) to characterize GO process, GO function and GO components of the DE gene lists. We used two-unranked analyses and the background "universe" gene set was the list of genes that *could* have been significant, e.g., all genes in the statistical analysis, following good practice recommendations ([@msw246-B93]). This background set was variable between analyses because different datasets contained genes that did not have sufficient read counts to be included in the analyses. For example, our filtering criterion for the edgeR analyses required 1 count per million (cpm) in at least three libraries, removing ∼3,000 genes from the analysis, while ∼11,000 transcripts remained. The background "universe" gene sets therefore reflected these minor differences between datasets.

Pre-Computed Gene Lists
-----------------------

In a number of analyses, we exclusively tested gene expression in known hypoxia-sensitive genes from the literature and known genes in the electron transport chain (ETC) in *Drosophila*. The purpose of the targeted gene analyses was to explicitly test how these genes were affected by mitonuclear introgression and hypoxia. We hypothesized that these genes would be disproportionately affected due to their intimate relationships with each other, and oxygen availability. We obtained these lists from two main sources: NCBI and Flybase. Genes with the GO biological process term "response to hypoxia" (GO:0001666) were downloaded from Flybase. We also identified additional genes that demonstrated known interactions with *sima* (*HIF-1α* in *Drosophila*). These additional genes were (i) *p53*, (ii) *CG7407*, (iii) *Rlip*, (iv) *tgo*, (v) *Hnf4*, and (vi) *CngA*.

We downloaded the known *D. melanogaster* genes in the four complexes of the OXPHOS pathway and ATP synthase from Flybase. The Gene Ontology IDs for the genes were: (i) complex I: GO:0005747, (ii) complex II: GO:0005749, (iii) complex III: GO:0005750, (iv) complex IV: GO:0005751, and (v) ATP synthase: GO:0000276.

Supplementary Material
======================

Supplementary data are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online.
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